
CITY OF ADRIAN 

DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY 

MINUTES of the August 11, 2021, REGULAR MEETING 

 

Official proceedings of the July 14, 2021, scheduled meeting of the City of Adrian Downtown 
Development Authority Board of Directors. 
 

Called to Order: 8:01am by Chairman Steele in the Adrian City Chambers.  

Roll Call : Dusty Steele, Chairperson, Mayor Angela Heath, Mark Murray,  Kevin Iott, Jere Righter, Brad 
Maggard, Emily Hribar, Drake Lolley, 
 
Excused: Meredith, Deveny (Jere motioned, Drake Seconded) 

Agenda Addition: Add Back to Bricks, Beautification Committee Sign approval, Vison for Main Street 

Discussion, Greg to report from city perspective (requested by Mark Murray) 

Minutes: Moved by Righter, seconded by Thomas, to approve the minutes of the June 9, 2021, Regular 
Meeting. Motion carried. 
 
Greg reminded the board that the emergency order is over with and all board member need to be 

present for the meeting. No Zoom participation will be allowed.  

Promotion and Events Committee: Michelle Dewey talked about the “Dog of Days of Summer”, August 

First Fridays. DARA cups were all over, Michelle spent a lot of time picking up cups. She mentioned 

needing receptacles. Michelle also mentioned Halloween and that it needs to be discussed. Dusty 

brought up DARA receptacles and the previous conversations. Jere, asked if the receptacles are 

required? Dave, said the problem is that people are just putting them where they want. Formed a small 

committee but have not had time to meet yet. Need action sooner. Need to work with all of the 

downtown to get these receptacles in place. Can possibly charge a fee for the cups to help cover the 

cost of the receptacles. Mayor Heath, were the cups near a DARA participant? Michelle, no in the street 

on curb or sit it down where they want. Jere pointed out that it is more when First Friday happens and 

people are walking in the street. Committee will reconvene and talk about placement and education of 

downtown businesses. Dusty reminded the board that the city commission did worry about this 

particular issue and talked about how this needs to be an important part. Mark seconded what Dusty 

said and talked about needed to solve the issue. Jere asked if there was a person at city to join the 

committee and discuss the placement. Greg said it is the Parks and Recreation department is in charge 

of emptying the trash cans. Greg discussed the open director position that they are interviewing for. 

Dave Thomas asked to be added to the beautification committee to help with this issue. Drake pointed 

out as more volunteer are added to main street this will help with problem. Brad, said to add a line to 

the cups that states to keep the downtown pretty. Halloween discussion, Dusty brought up 2019 and 

how former mayor Jacobson had a tons of kids in the rain downtown. Trick or treating would be better 

for Saturday. Jere asked if the downtown business support this effort. Dave suggested a call out to the 

business to who wants to participate. Dusty agrees board needs to know who would participate. Mayor 



Heath pointed out Saturday night is big night for adults and worried about kids in downtown. Jere, is it 

worth asking Chuck to participate as chair again? Mayor mentioned that the fair grounds wants to start 

doing more events as well and Halloween is included in that. Dave, hit a snag with DARA district and the 

band. The city would have to suspend the DARA for the fundraiser. Don’t want to do that. Security of the 

band and sponsors are issues that are up front right now. Dave wants Phoenix Theory downtown but 

needs support. Power is an issue on either side of the street. S. Main is the only option for power. Can’t 

really use this as a fundraiser, does the board still want to go forward? If you bump the band to 8pm 

that give time for festival to clean up and open up the space. Dusty thinks a breakeven is a win for 

downtown and businesses. Don Taylor said Artilious wants this to happen. Issue is that people that want 

to drink alcohol when listening to a band and get the food as close to the four corners as possible. Have 

to waive 100ft rule for food trucks? If moose signs off, they can make it work per Greg. Dave asked Brent 

about a license to serve drinks outside. Asked if other business can do this? Chief has to sign off on it. 

Have to stay in your boundary. Dave said we can encourage our downtown business to do that for the 

event. Mayor likes the idea. Is there a conflict with the DARA and the outside permit? Greg, no issue. 

Mark thanks Dave on his work on this and support the board should go ahead with the band. Motion by 

Mark to support the entertainment and financial commitment for the fundraiser at Artilious, 

Seconded by Drake. Back to the Bricks, Dave presented it last year. Under a time line issue, June 3rd-7th 

2022 325 cars, two people per car, app needs to be in by 8/27/2021. Justin form visit Lenawee is already 

working on app. Dave needs boards support to move forward and have a committee. Mayor asked if we 

have room for that many cars. Dave thinks if the downtown is used and armory and parking lots should 

help. Drake, how many cars are on first Friday, Michelle said 165, it is possible for that many cars, but 

streets need to be closed. Michelle and Matt would like to be on the committee. Maybe need chief on 

committee as well for traffic flow. Drake asked about NAPA as overflow. Mark said to use the old plaza, 

Mark motioned to submit application. Michelle pointed out that is a Frist Friday weekend. Dave said 

they encourage additional events. Motion by Mark to move forward with Back to Bricks Application, 

second Mayor. Drake discussed the bicentennial, wants to partner with other organizations to mark this 

celebration. Drake has a 1925 brochure that shows how they celebrated the centennial celebration. 

Mayor would like to see different groups come together for this; the fairgrounds is talking about a 

parade to show heritage. Celebrate all year long with different events. Dusty, does there need to be a 

committee, include the DDA, city member, historical society to brainstorm and have a plan. Drake is now 

chairman per Dusty. Sign approval, Mark motioned to approve the Cotton Brewery Signage, Mayor 

supported.  

Finance Committee: First report of fiscal year Motion by Jere to accept the report, second Dave 

Land Acquisition Committee: Mark discussed the DDA responsibility to promote the downtown comes 

with having a inventory. Need to work with the city to see what we have and what we want. Asked that 

they consider having a committee for the inventory of downtown. And what we want downtown. The 

Jean Christopher property about the for-sale sign. Meeting next week with land bank to discuss future 

plans for the land.  

Beautification Branding, Jere is sorry that the parklets are still in process. Design adjustments are 

working out. Looking for a date on Fall decorations. Will have in place before October First Friday.  

Organization Committee: Emily talked about social media presence trending upwards, sent analytics to 

Dusty. Consumer behavior study, sent out and will have a table at AC welcome back bash. Putting 



together a focus group to discuss findings. 2 more months of information needed, 8/27 is AC welcome 

back bash. Emily walked around to all business to make sure they had a physical copy of survey as well.  

Fundraising Committee: Dusty, the DDA is still in the fundraising stage with Main Street, looking for 

more support from businesses.  

Main Street: Application was due 7/31, Dusty thanked Ashley, Michelle and Greg for help on the 

application. Had to do an online application as well. MEDC is coming Sept 1st. Dusty discuss the 

interviews for Main Street Directors. Second interviews are being scheduled. Jere mentioned the salary 

questions and the commitment for more than one year. Jere wants to know if this needs to be looked at 

more before hiring someone. Dusty said the range is 50-60K and a study was provided by Leigh at MEDC 

and Dusty agrees that is changing fast due to the environment. Would like to keep someone 3-5 years. If 

the committee doesn’t feel like this is the candidate, then the board will continue to look. Mark wanted 

to encourage the committee to be cautious and let’s do another round. Dusty, do not need the director 

hired for the main street application to be approved. Committee needs to discuss the salary and 

possible raise. Brad pointed out that the state high is 74K and average is 51K and that the board is in its 

range for salary. Drake supports the raise in salary range. Margaret pointed out that this is premature to 

discuss. Wants to proceed 60K with another round of candidates. Mayor mentioned the concern is 

longevity. How long will they be in this role? Mayor does not think the raise in salary does not keep 

them here any longer. This is a stepping stone role. Mark said if we get a person for 2 year that is a 

victory and then go from there. Dusty posted the job on various sites, maybe repost the job to refresh it. 

Suggest the range to be 55-60K, doesn’t think that is the driving factor. Greg discussed the interview 

process for the city and how hard it has been. Took him 6 months to find a Community Director position, 

lots in the beginning, then refreshed it and each time it comes in fewer and fewer. Dusty will have the 

committee get together to discuss and continue with scheduled interviews. Greg was asked to discuss 

the city and the DDA.  Looking for a Parks and Recreation Director, does have an impact on downtown. 

In terms of how the downtown looks and trash. Has asked the department to fill the trees that are 

missing. Blight is being worked on. Questions was what can we do about vacant building, thinking of an 

ordinance for window treatments to help. Mark commended Greg and the city at moving ahead for the 

city. Dusty seconded that and agrees that the number of hours they have devoted to the DDA is 

tremendous. Greg is happy to continue the partnership with the new director once hired. Mark wanted 

to discuss a mini deep dive to as where the DDA is going in regards to property. What is the priority list 

for the DDA? How to deal with issues as they come up. Would like a committee formed to discuss these 

issues. Motion by Jere to create a new committee for DDA goals, Second Emily. Dusty mentioned that 

the strategic planning did get smaller and smaller each time. Dusty doesn’t think it got completed to the 

degree that it needed to be. In select level is a look at the strategic plan. Emily added that it is important 

to get on the plan as it is missing some important points. Mark is happy to chair and go forward to the 

board.  

Chair Comments: Dusty mentioned the airstream proposal. Can DDA handle 125 electrical outlets. There 

is no diagram. Can you imagine 100 generators in downtown? Is the city going to help with the 

electrical? At this time, they can’t go ahead without a map. It is 3-4 days that they lock down the streets. 

Still believes this is a lot of people for downtown but it comes down to electric. Justin needs to know if 

Adrian can handle it. Greg is the only option is large generators throughout downtown and is that worth 

the cost? Dump station for waste water is another issue and is the fair grounds willing to take that on? 

Dusty is unsure if to pass this time around or go forward? Dusty, have we surveyed the business for this 



amount of time? Dusty discussed that they come prepared, the campers are not purchasing at 

restaurants. Jere, is consumers able to help with a map? Greg is not sure and said it is not consumers 

system, it’s the cities. He would be surprised if the new lights would be able to help. Motion by Jere to 

apply in a future date for AirStream, second Mayor Heath. Dave, if we want them to come do they 

want a downtown setting and the answer is yes. Need some buy in if the streets are closed for 3-4 days.  

Dusty talked about Mike and his volunteerism. Appreciate his support.  

Public Comment: None 

DDA Business Matters: Drake talked about Artilicious and volunteer engagement for main street. Need 

to get more volunteers to help with events.  

Board Member Comments: Drake asked about the Main Street video. Dusty asked that Drake help with 

the video. Needs to be done by 9/22/2021. Drake discussed the requirements for video. Format that he 

wants is testimonials. Needs help to get this done on time and finding the people. These testimonials 

can be used for other media outlet besides just the video. Wants to make sure it is in line of what the 

DDA represents. Jere asked about compensation, Dusty asked drake to get together a proposal. Dusty 

asked for a pre-approval but said the board can come back. Motion Jere, if cost exceeds $7500 he 

needs to come back to board, second Mark 

Mark supported Emily’s event for AC Bash. Come welcome the students.  

October 1st is the taste of Lenawee at Armory.  

Mayor mentioned Halloween and willing to work with Chuck.  

 

Meeting Adjourned: 9:45am motion Mark, support Dave.  


